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Presentation Notes
My name is Heidi Slager, and I’ll be discussing AI assisted cochlear implant mapping.  Full results from this study will be presented in other sessions, but I’d like to share with you our clinical experience & takeaways from the study.
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vIntroduction

• Differences in MAPping across clinicians & clinics may impact 
recipient outcomes and clinic efficiency
– Programming procedures, use of default MAP parameters, and frequency 

and length of post-operative programming sessions
• Standardization of post-operative management procedures may 

improve or equalize patient outcomes across clinicians/clinics 
while promoting efficient clinical service delivery
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As we all know, mapping varies across clinicians and clinics.  These differences may impact both outcomes and efficiency.  It is possible that standardization of procedures may improve or equalize clinical efficiency & outcomes.



vDemographics & Methods

• 8 newly implanted adult unilateral CI recipients 
– Enrolled in study Clinical Investigation of New CI Delivery Models in an Adult Nucleus CI 

Population

• Post-operative programming used the FOX clinical support tool and a 
streamlined visit schedule

• Performance was evaluated pre-operatively and at 3 & 6 months post-
activation in the soundfield using CNC monosyllabic words presented at 
60 dB SPL in quiet.

Subject Demographics (N=8)                        
Age 68;8 (48;11-87;1)
Male/Female 3/5
Duration of Hearing Loss 20;7
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As part of this multi-site study, our center saw 8 adult, newly implanted CI recipients for programming using the FOX clinical support tool & a streamlined visit schedule.  We evaluated performance at pre-op and at 3 & 6 months post-activation using CNC words presented in quiet.



vFOX – Fitting to Outcomes Expert

• Artificial Intelligence (AI) based clinical support tool
• Assists the audiologist with making MAP changes based on the recipient’s 

performance on direct-connect tests performed outside the sound booth
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Phoneme               Loudness Scaling CNC Word Recognition
Audiometry Discrimination 250, 1000, 4000 Hz 40, 55, 70, 85 dB SPL
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In short, FOX is a support tool that uses Artificial Intelligence to assist the audiologist in mapping.  The recipient’s performance on 4 tests performed via direct-connect is sent to FOX to be analyzed.  FOX compares the recipient’s performance to predicted performance using millions of possible MAPs and suggests changes to the audiologist that are expected to improve outcomes.



vFOX Mapping Process
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Activating patients using FOX is unique in that all patients are activated using the same start up MAP with a long soft start.  They arrive, you turn on the MAP, and you have a nice chat while they get acclimated to sound.  Then, a series of four universal progressive programs are saved to the recipients processor with a long soft start and they are encourage to work up through the programs.  At future appointments, the direct connect tests are completed and fox uses the performance data to suggest map changes to the audiologist, who determines if they were desirable.   The new MAP was sent to Custom sound for review, modification if necessary, and download.  Following each FOX analyzation, the support tool might request further testing. FOX uses these results learn and optimize future MAP suggestions.  FOX will also recommend that the audiologist take over manual mapping if unique situations arise.



vResults

• Improvement in CNC monosyllabic word scores was observed for 
all subjects at 3 and 6 months post-activation
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Our small N prevented effective statistical analysis, but improvements in performance in the CI alone condition were observed at 3 and 6 months post-activation for all subjects.  Our average performance at 6 months was 72%, versus 11% at pre-op.



vSubjective Experience

• Clinician-patient relationships were not subjectively compromised
• Appointment lengths were similar to traditional programming
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Subjectively, our clinicians believed that the clinical relationships were not compromised using the new programming process and streamlined visit schedule, which eliminated the day 2 and 1 week sessions from our traditional post-operative programming sessions.  



vClinical Relevance

• Day 2 Activation appointment was eliminated for all recipients as a 
result of our experience in this study

Opened approximately 340 clinic hours per year
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Our experiences with seeing patients less in the first month following activation were particularly impactful.  This was initially a concern of ours, but as a result we actually decided to eliminate the 2 hour, Day 2 activation appointment from our programming schedule for all CI recipients.  Our center performed approximately 170 surgeries last year, so this change opens up about 340 clinic hours per year.



vConclusions

• Recipients can have their performance optimized with fewer 
programming sessions

• It is possible to efficiently utilize an AI-assisted clinical 
support tool during mapping sessions
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In conclusion, we believe that recipients can have their performance optimized with fewer programming sessions than we previously thought, and it is possible to efficiently utilize this AI-assisted clinical support tool during mapping sessions.  



vLimitations & Future Directions

• Limitations
– Statistical analysis was not possible due to the low number of subjects 
– Subjects were selected from individuals presenting for traditional CI 

evaluation, however selection bias may have been a factor

• Further research is necessary to identify appropriate clinical 
populations for use of AI-assisted clinical support tools.
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Limitations to these result include the small N and possible selection biasFuture research is needed to identify appropriate clinical populations for use of AI-assisted support tools.
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